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A RISKY SECRET  All non-sheepherding dogs have been outlawed from the rocky coastal village

where Maggie lives. Unwilling to give up her beloved Newfoundland, Sirius, Maggie defies the law

and hides Sirius away.  But when a steamer crashes into the rocks during a violent storm and starts

to sink with a hundred passengers on board, Maggie faces a difficult choice. She knows Sirius can

help rescue the people trapped on the ship, but bringing him out of hiding would put his own life in

jeopardy. Is Maggie's brave dog a big enough hero to save the desperate passengers -- and

himself?
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A comparison to Hyland's "Wreck of the Ethie" is unavoidable since this book uses the details of the

1919 shipwreck (although author Joan Hiatt Harlow sets the disaster in 1912). Differences abound,

however, in Harlow's additions of relationship complexities and her drawing class and cultural

tensions between various groups of islanders. The book reveals a great deal about life for fishermen

on the island of Newfoundland and of the immigrant Irish culture. The book would probably be

meant for a slightly older audience than "Wreck of the Ethie" because of the various group tensions,

but I actually feel the this book does not do as good a job depicting the shipwreck (perhaps because



the point of view is solely from the shore rescuers whereas the "Ethie" offers both points of view).

Excellent cover art and good prose.

In Newfoundland in 1912, twelve-year-old Maggie Wells loves her dog, Sirius, as does the rest of

the Wells family. But spiteful Tamar Rand, daughter of the wealthiest and most powerful man in the

tiny town of Bonnie Bay, hates both Maggie and Sirius. So Tamar tells her father that Sirius was

responsible for the death of one of the Rands' sheep. Mr. Rand decides Sirius must be shot, and

uses his influence to convince the authorities that Sirius is a menace. So Maggie decides to hide her

dog, unable to bear him either being killed or sent away. When a ship begins to sink off the island,

however, Sirius is the only one who can bring a line through the water to the ship. Maggie knows it's

the right thing to do, but will revealing her dog risk his life? I highly recommend this novel to young

readers who enjoy historical fiction or stories about dogs. It brings the place and time to life and has

a really sweet story about a girl and her bond with her dog.

I purchased this book for my son. We have roots in Newfoundland, and I thought this book would

help bring our heritage to the fore. Yes, it did. He read the book with great enthusiasm. I read the

book because he recommended it. It is a treasure. We both loved the plot. Sirius, is a true hero, as

is Maggie. It is wonderful to read a book that generates a feeling of love and devotion, and faith.

There is a deep and meaningful moral to this story, rare in the nature of middle grade reading

material. There is a wealth of history, and a true feeling of the culture of Newfoundland...the

remoteness, the charm, and the mystery surrounding this land of isolation and beauty. We both

HIGHLY recommend this book, for adult readers as well as middle grade readers... For others, who

have young adult readers who are moved by books of a classic and meaningful nature, I highly

recommend this book, and my son does as well!...

The book I reviewed is Star in the Storm.The auther is Joan HiattHarlow. This book is realistic fiction

and is based on a true story. This book does not have that many pages. It has 150 pages. This

book takes placein Bonnie Bay, Newfoundland. It all started when a law was passed that only sheep

dogs were allowed. A girl named Maggie had a dog that was not a sheep dog. Maggie tried to hide

her dog. Then a ship gets stuck out at sea, Maggie knows her dog can safe them but will Maggie let

him? I personally liked this book because it was about dogs and I love dog books. This book also

really cought my attention. In this book something is always happening. I recommend this book to a

middle school reader and to someone who really likes dog a lot. This book will keep a reader



engrossed from start to finsh. Read this amazing book Star in the Storm!

I think Star in the Storm is one of the best books I have ever read. It is about a girl named Maggie

who owns a non-sheepherding dog named Sirius. After a shhep incident though, a law is made to

shoot any dogs who don't herd sheep. It is full of suspense, sad moments and happy moments. For

example a sad moment is when a sheep who was about to give birth died along with her baby. Star

in the STorm is a historical fiction based on the early 1900s when one dog saved 100 passengers

on a steamer even when the remains of an awful storm were going on. This book shows that if you

keep trying you can succeed. I would recommend Star in the Storm to every kid and adults to. I rate

This book 5 stars because it was so interesting I read 108 pages in 1 night. If you ever read this

book( Which I hope you will) I am sure you will love it.

Maggie and her friend get in a fight.Maggie's best friend thinksthat Maggie's dog Sirius caused her

best friends lamb to fall off the cliff and die.But later in the book Maggie's best friend and her dad

are standing outside waiting on the boat,which the dads other daughter is on with her new born

baby.But the boat see's an iceburg blocking the harbor.They could wreakand it would kill

evrybody.But something else happens.Read it and find out.I liked the part where Maggie's best

friend and her dad decide not to hurt Sirius.I did not like the part where they were going to hurt

Sirius.

What would happen if your dog has been outlawed? If you like that sentence you should read Star

in the Storm by Jhoa Hiatt Harlow.In Newfoundland a girl named Maggie and her beloved dog Sirius

was going to be killed but Maggie could not let that happen so she hides him in a cove where he

wont be found. When Maggie finds out about the steamer that has crashed by the bay she knows

Sirius can save them but does he have enough courage to save them and himself?I give this book 5

out of 5 stars because there was so much non-stop action so you should get a copy now.
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